Sustainability Minor Requirements and Timeline

Courses (22 credit hours)

- Foundations of Sustainability (IDS 206)
- Capstone (IDS 391)
- 4-5 electives from approved master list of interdisciplinary sustainability-related courses

Timeline and checkpoints

- Declaration of Sustainability Minor (anytime)
- Meet with Director of Undergraduate Studies (DUS) each fall semester
- Maintain portfolio entries for each course

- Senior year (IDS 206 in the fall, IDS 391 in the spring)
  ✔ During fall semester - meet with capstone instructor to discuss capstone project and identify potential advisors.
  ✔ Meet with DUS to present capstone concept for signature approval by Nov. 15th
  ✔ Spring semester – complete capstone project and finalize portfolio entries for professional development review by committee, due April 15th.